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Describe

the pictures.
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Visual art is a form of art created primarily for visual perception, 

such as drawing, painting, graphics, sculpture, and decorative arts.

Today’s Topic

Visual Arts
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TARGET LANGUAGE

Key words:

abstract
exhibition
landscape
masterpiece
vivid

In this lesson, we will learn to talk about visual arts:

 learn words related to visual arts;

 make sentences using these words;

 answer questions and share ideas about the topic.
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Key Sentences

Read and share your opinions.

Her artworks are usually based on 

abstract concepts.

1.

Q1. Do you prefer abstract art or realistic art? Why?

Q2. Why do some people like abstract paintings?
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Key Sentences

Read and share your opinions.

The prominent painter is completing her

works for the upcoming exhibition.

2.

Q1. How often do you visit an exhibition? 

Q2. What things can we find in an exhibition? 
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Key Sentences

Read and share your opinions.

I am fond of collecting paintings 

of landscapes.

3.

Q1. What kind of paintings do you like?

Q2. What benefits can you get from painting as a hobby?
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Key Sentences

Read and share your opinions.

4.

Q1. Why do people display their masterpiece? 

His masterpiece shows the 

outstanding creativity of his hands.

Q2. If you were to create your own masterpiece, 

what would it be? Why?
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Key Sentences

Read and share your opinions.

This artwork catches the eyes of museumgoers 

because of its vivid colors. 

5.

Q2. How important is art in the lives of people?

Q1. If you had paintings in your home, would they 

be vivid or light-colored? Why?



Vocabulary

Read the definitions and make sentences with the words.
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abstract

existing as an idea, 

feeling, or quality, not as 

a material object

exhibition
an event at which objects 
such as paintings are 
shown to the public

landscape
a picture representing a 
view of natural inland 
scenery

vivid

brightly colored or 
producing clear, 
powerful, and detailed 
images in the mind

masterpiece

a work of art such as a 
painting, film, etc. that is 
made with great skill



Choose the correct words/ phrases to complete the sentences.

Vocabulary Check
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1. She will have an _________ of her paintings in two weeks.

2. Many people find it difficult to understand _________ paintings.

3. “The Last Supper” is Leonardo da Vinci’s ____________. 

4. The ________ colors of the pictures are really fascinating.

5. The students were told to sketch a simple __________.

abstract landscape

exhibition masterpiece vivid
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Review

Fill in the blanks with the given letter.

It may not be everyone’s cup of tea, but many are still fond of visiting

museums or art galleries. People who frequent e___________ have several

reasons for doing so. One purpose may be to gain inspiration from the

m___________ of different artists. Regardless if the art is a________ or realistic,

every individual has the chance to connect with every piece of artwork. Another

possible reason is to gain a vast knowledge of how l__________ have changed

over time. Hence, schools partner with museums to allow students to have

more v________ views of sceneries that they usually only see in books. No

matter what form it takes, visual arts is indeed filled with wonder and mystery.
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Free Talk
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Learn five common types of visual arts. Describe each in type in one sentence.

PAINTING SCULPTURE FILM

PHOTOGRAPHY GRAPHIC DESIGN

What are some other types of visual arts you know?

Which do you think is the most difficult type of art to make/do? Why?



Free Talk
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List down the benefits art can give to the following people.

What benefits can art give to people…

creating the art

 __________________________

 __________________________

 __________________________It can increase brain activity.

viewing the art

 __________________________

 __________________________

 __________________________It can decrease stress level.


